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New Scan Wizard Stock Market Software
Finds Trend and Force Breakouts First;
Charts, Finds News, Logs Track Record

CHICAGO -- New Scan Wizard™ stock market software scans lists of stock ticker

symbols for breakout trend change.

This innovative yet easy to use software also:

Ø Generates buy-sell signals based on price, volume, trend and momentum

Ø Logs a track record for all buy-sell signals for each and every ticker symbol.

Ø Charts (candles, Force Index and stochastics)

Ø Accesses news (from Yahoo) on any ticker symbol.

An Internet product from conception to completion, Scan Wizard does not require the client

to have a stock data file on the hard drive;  it accesses historical data for any stock directly from the

Internet.  This means the client can analyze any stock instantly.

Scan Wizard comes with lists of the Dow Jones 30, Internet 100 and S&P 500;  clients

may customize and create their own lists as well.  Scan Wizard uses free stock historical data from

the Internet;  there is no data fee.

Two sets of buy-sell signals are generated:

•  Force Index -- (developed by Dr. Alexander Elder), a price-volume indicator. When

20-day Force Index changes from negative to positive a buy signal is generated;  conversely,

when 20-day Force Index changes from positive to negative, a sell signal is generated.

•  Triple Filter -- which more restrictively adds conditions to the basic Force Index buy

or sell signal and so prevents buying overbought or downtrending stocks (and the reverse for
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short sales).

A permanent Scan Wizard license is available for $995.  Alternately, Scan Wizard may also

be received by monthly subscription for $99.95.  Both forms are received by instant, convenient

web download.  A free, non-expiring trial (with fixed ticker list (QQQ, MSFT, INTC, SUNW,

ORCL), fixed scan ticker (CSCO) and fixed charting (QQQ) is available as well.

Details, manual, screenshots, and free trial at    http://option-wizard.com/scanwizard/   .

Scan Wizard is the third of three financial software products offered by Sarkett &

Associates, Inc.  It joins Option Wizard™ Online, comprehensive options analytics, and Backtest

Wizard™, buy-sell technical analysis, both in Microsoft Excel® format.  Introduced on the web in

August, 1995, and popular choice with money managers around the world, Option Wizard is a

past Reader’s Choice award winner from Technical Analysis of Stocks and Commodities

magazine.

Scan Wizard Background:  QQQ short nets 31% in two weeks

While "false breakouts" in financial markets are numerous, so to are major trend breakouts.

Sometimes these are catalyzed by major news events, hence the inclusion of the Yahoo news tool

in Scan Wizard.  Sometimes they are not, however, being instead the result of a "stealth" change in

market sentiment that is often not noticed by the media for weeks or months.

Scan Wizard has the capability of finding these trend as they happen.  For example,

regarding the NASDAQ crash of April, 2000, Scan Wizard provided short signals on the QQQ on

both March 29 (QQQ, 110) and April 3 (102.938).  The next signal generated was long May 15

(88.3125), after QQQ hitting an interim low of 78, April 14.

Scan Wizard will generate losing trades as well, as any other indicator or system does.  For

these, traders must apply money management discipline.  All gains and losses are logged into the

program, however, to provide the client with a "track record" of previous signals.

The makers of Scan Wizard do not recommend following the buy-sell signals mindlessly,

but rather combining them with other fundamental and technical research.  This approach is

discussed in the firm’s publication:      Option Wizard Trading Method    .

Using another example from recent markets, Scan Wizard can locate trend change before it

becomes ‘big news’ on CNBC, CNN, Wall Street Journal, Barrons, and other financial media.

Energy was a hot market area in August, 2000 as oil and natural gas prices spiked up
again.  Scan Wizard, however, back in February, 2000, long before "energy" became a buzzword,
gave a long signal on EPG by capturing the change in Force Index from negative to positive.  No
signal to go short returned until July, 2000, when EPG was some 27% higher.  Scan Wizard
quickly returned to a long position, however, to capture another 25% gain in the stock across the
next 23 days, when "energy" was white hot.

############
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Screenshots: Scan Wizard firsts scan a ticker list for trend change:

Then zeroes in on a particular stock:
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Next, charts via candles, stochastics, Force Index
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Finally, accesses the latest news to see what may be driving the

change:


